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Course Introduction

This course is a survey of recent work in moral psychology. Here are some
of the questions we will consider.

• As we learn more about how morality evolved, some argue this shows
our moral judgments do not track truths. This is because evolution by
natural selection concerns fitness not truth. Do these empirical investi-
gations “debunk” morality?

• Many people assume that we do what is in our self-interest. That is,
we do what we do because it benefits us. Are we ever genuine altruists
(e.g. anonymous organ donators)? And what exactly is altruism?

• Are our moral judgments the product of emotion or reason? Can they
the product of both? For example, psychopaths have severe emotional
deficits and don’t seem to understand right and wrong. Does this mean
moral judgments just are expressions of emotion?

• We often strive to be good people with praiseworthy character. How-
ever, Milgram’s experiments andmany others question whether we have
stable virtues or vices. That is, they question that have stable character
at all. Do we and can we have a stable character?

• To be a moral agent is to be responsible for what one does. However,
are we ever morally responsible for what we do? Does this require us
being free? Is the compatible with what contemporary neuroscience
which suggests our brain determines what we will do before we decide?

• It is common for us to evaluate our moral beliefs by how they fit with
our moral intuitions. But, what are these “intuitions”? Are they just
prejudices?

Philosophy is an integrative discipline. As Wilfred Sellars wrote,

The aim of philosophy, abstractly formulated, is to understand
how things in the broadest possible sense of the term hang to-
gether in the broadest possible sense of the term. (from Philoso-
phy and the Scientific Image of Man)
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We will examine a variety of work from the sciences and philosophy to ar-
ticulate answers to these questions. You will learn how to better evaluate
scientific claims and how (and whether) they bear on philosophical issues.

Course Materials

There are two texts:

• Nadelhoffer, T., Nahmias, E., Nichols, S. (Eds.). (2010). Moral psy-
chology: historical and contemporary readings. John Wiley Sons.

• Tiberius, V. (2014). Moral psychology: A contemporary introduction.
Routledge.

The rest of our readings will be made available electronically.

Course Requirements

Your final grade is determined as follows:

• Three short papers (3 × 20%)

• Final paper (30%)

• Presentations (10%)

Papers

You will write three short papers (≈ 5-6 pages) on topics we have discussed
and from the readings you have done. Your final paper will be take one of
these essays and expand it (≈ 10-12 pages). Here is my grading rubric.
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Fails Completely Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Competent Exemplary

Thesis No identifiable thesis.
Difficult to identify
thesis.

Unclear, and poorly
articulated.

Promising, but
may be need clarity

Easily identifiable
clear and
sophisticated.

Structure
and style

No evident structure
or organization with no
major transitions

Unclear, unfocused,
disorganized, lacking in
transitions.

Generally unclear,
unfocused, with few or
weak transitions.

Clear structure
but may sometimes
wander.

Clear structure with
thesis, arguments,
responses, and
transitions.

Use of
sources

No attempt made to
incorporate sources.

Very little well-used
information
from sources.

Some use of sources,
poorly chosen or placed.

Draws upon sources
where needed mostly
and place usually well.
Sources cited correctly.

Uses sources
excellently
in appropriate
places with
correct citations.

Logic and
argumentation

No effort to construct
argument support
premises.

Little or irrelevant
evidence used to
support thesis.
Little consideration
of objections.

Weak arguments and
counter-arguments
mentioned
without rebuttal.

Argument is clear
andplausible. Counter-
arguments addressed
perhaps not fully.

Arguments have
clear conclusions
and premises.
Author responds to
objections well.

Mechanics

Difficult to understand
because of signi cant
problems with sentence
structure, grammar,
punctuation, and spelling.

Several problems with
sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.

Some problems with
sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.

Sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling strong
despite occasional
lapses.

Correct sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation, and
spelling.

Grading Rubric

Presentations

For each reading, a student will present the reading. A presentation will be
about ≈10 minutes. You will present the reading’s thesis, main argument,
and your response to it. Thereafter, you will have the opportunity to consider
objections by your fellow students.

Late work

All assignments are due on the scheduled dates. However, if you come to me
at least one full day in advance you may have one week’s extension, no excuse
required for any work. If you do not have an extension, for every day your
assignment is not turned in, your assignment is lowered one grade. Be aware
that turning in a paper by extension will delay feedback and that you may not
have the time you need to improve and develop before the next assignment.
Also, this policy does not extend to the final paper – it is due when assigned.

Participation

This class is difficult for some students; however, the biggest difficulties arise
because students get behind in the readings. To prevent this, you should at-
tend class regularly. Thus, I will allow you to miss a maximum of four classes
unpenalized but for each class thereafter you will lose 1% of your final grade.
My rubric for participation is as follows.
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A B C D F

Actively supports,
engages and listens to
peers (ongoing)

Makes a sincere
effort to interact
with peers
(ongoing)

Limited interaction
with peers

Virtually no
interaction with
peers

No interaction with
peers

Arrives full prepared
at every session

Arrives mostly, if
not fully, prepared
(ongoing)

Preparation, and
therefore level of
participation, are
both inconsistent

Rarely prepared,
rarely participates

Never prepared,
never participates

Plays an active role
in discussions (ongoing)

Participates
constructively in
discussions
(ongoing)

When prepared,
participates
constructively in
discussions and
makes relevant
comments based on
the assigned
material

Comments are
generally vague or
drawn from outside
of the assigned
material

Demonstrates a
noticeable lack of
interest in the
material
(on going)

Comments advance
the level and depth of
the dialogue
(consistently)

Makes relevant
comments based
on the assigned
material (ongoing)

Group dynamic and
level of discussion
are not affected by
the student?s
presence

Demonstrates a
noticeable lack of
interest
(on occasion)

Group dynamic and
level of discussion
are significantly
harmed by the
student?s presence

Group dynamic and
level of discussion are
consistently better
because of the
student?s presence

Group dynamic
and level of
discussion are
occasionally better
(never worse)
because of the
student?s presence

Group dynamic and
level of discussion
are harmed by the
student?s presence

Participation Rubric

Grade Scale

The course grading scale is as follows:

A = 93 – 100, A- = 90 – 92, B+ = 86 – 89, B = 83 – 85, B- = 80 –
82, C+ = 76 – 79, C = 73 – 75, C- = 70 – 72, D+ = 66 – 69, D =
60 – 65, F = 0 – 59

Plagiarism

All students are expected to follow Lewis & Clark College’s Academic In-
tegrity Policy. This is stated in Lewis Clark College’s College Catalog. Gen-
erally, plagiarizers and cheaters will be given an F for the entire course (they
will not be allowed to drop or withdraw from the course). Also, your case
will be given to the Honor Board where in addition to a failing grade you will
receive disciplinary action.
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Learning Differences

If you have been diagnosed with a learning difference and are seeking an
accommodation, please provide me, as soon as possible, with a “Notice of
Disability and Statement of Accommodation” from Dale Hollaway, Coordi-
nator of Student Support Services.

Tentative Schedule

Here is our schedule, which is of course revisable.

What is moral psychology?

Week 1 What is moral psychology and what are philosophers doing here?
(9/2-9/8)

• Tiberius, Ch.1 “What is Moral Psychology?”

• Tiberius, Ch. 2 “What are Philosophers Doing Here?”

Week 2 Debunking? (9/9-9/15)

• Street, “A Darwinian Dilemma for Realist Theories of Value”

• Kahane, “Evolutionary Debunking Arguments”

• Shafer-Landau, “Evolutionary Debunking, Moral Realism and Moral
Knowledge”

Are we altruistic?

Week 3 Altruism? (9/16-9/22)

• Tiberius, Ch. 3 “Moral Motivation What It Is and Isn’t”

• Bateson, “How Social an Animal: The Human Capacity for Caring”

• Trivers, “The Evolution of Reciprocal Altruism”

• Sober and Wilson, “Summary of Unto Others: The Evolution and Psy-
chology of Unselfish Behavior”
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Sentimentalism versus rationalism

Week 4 Passion versus Reason? (9/30-10/6)

• Tiberius, Ch. 4 “Desires and Reasons”

• Kohlberg, “The Claim to Moral Adequacy of a Highest Stage of Moral
Judgment”

• Blair, “A Cognitive Developmental Approach to Morality: Investigat-
ing the Psychopath”

Week 5 Passion versus Reason? (10/7-10/13)

• Smith, “Selections from The Moral Problem”

• Schroeder, “Desire”

• Nichols, “How Psychopaths Threaten Moral Rationalism: Is it Irra-
tional to be Amoral?”

First paper

Week 6 Passion versus Reason? (10/14-10/20)

• Tiberius, Ch. 5 “Emotion and Moral Judgment”

• Prinz, “The Emotional Basis of Moral Judgments”

• Roskies,“Are Ethical Judgments Intrinsically Motivational? Lessons
from ‘Acquired Sociopathy’?”

What Role Do Emotions Play in Moral Judgment?

Week 7 Passion versus Reason? (10/21-10/27)

• Wheatley andHaidt, “Hypnotic DisgustMakesMoral JudgmentsMore
Severe” Psychological Science 16 (10): 780?784.

• Aharoni, Sinnott-Armstrong and Kiehl. “Can Psychopathic Offenders
Discern Moral Wrongs? A New Look at the Moral/conventional Dis-
tinction.”
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Week 8 Sentimentalism vs Rationalism? (10/28-11/3)

• Haidt, “The Emotional Dog and Its Rational Tail: A Social Intuitionist
Approach to Moral Judgment”

• Kennett, “Do Psychopaths Really Threaten Moral Rationalism?”

• Nichols, “Norms with Feeling: Towards a Psychological Account of
Moral Judgment”

Week 9 Virtue and Situationism (11/4-11/10)

• Tiberius, Ch. 7 “Virtue”

• Milgram, “Behavioral Study of Obedience”

• Ross and Nisbett, “Selections from The Person and the Situation”

Virtue

Week 10 Virtue and Situationism (11/11-11/17)

• Doris, “Persons, Situations, and Virtue Ethics”

• Kamtekar, “Situationism and Virtue Ethics on the Content of Our Char-
acter (Rachana Kamtekar)”

• Merritt, “Virtue Ethics and Situationist Personality Psychology”

Second paper

Week 11 Agency and Responsibility (11/18-11/24)

• Tiberius, Ch. 8 “The Psychology of the Responsible Agent”

• Skinner, “Selections from Beyond Freedom and Dignity”

• Wenger and Wheatley, “Apparent Mental Causation: Sources of the
Experience of Will”

Week 12 Agency and Responsibility (11/25-12/2)

• Nahmias, “Agency, Authorship, and Illusion”

• Baumeister, “Free Will in Scientific Psychology”

• Mele, “Scientific Skepticism About Free Will”
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Moral Intuitions?

Week 13 Moral Intuitions (12/3-12/8)

• Thomson, “The Trolley Problem”

• Greene, “The Secret Joke of Kant’s Soul”

• Sinnott-Armstrong, “Moral Intuitionism Meets Empirical Psychology”

Third paper

Week 14 Wrap-up

Final paper
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